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Science Magazine, 1995
EVIEWPOINT: THE FUTURE

Through the Glass Lightly
A collection of scientists at the frontier were asked what they see in the future for science.*

Here are their views....

If you can look into the seeds of time,
And say which grain will grow and which will not,
Speak then to me, who neither beg nor fear
Your favors nor your hate.

Shakespeare, Macbeth, 1.3.58-61

toxins, sunlight, and so forth. The output I
will be a color movie in which the embryo
develops into a fetus, is born, and then >
grows into an adult, explicitly depicting W

body size and shape and hair, skin, and eye
color. Eventually the DNA sequence base o

will be expanded to cover genes impor- <
tant for traits such as speech and mu- F
sical ability; the mother will be able>
to hear the embryo-as an adult-

speak or sing.

THERE WILL BE ENORMOUS INROADS INTO
human biology and human disease via
genomics, gene therapy, and mouse knock-
out models; a revolution in drug design by
combinatorial chemistry; an understanding
of the specificity of nerve connections and
cognition; and the basic logic of develop-
ment will be solved (if it is not solved al-
ready). New technologies will be developed
for studying the structure, function, and dy-
namics of multiprotein ensembles-for ex-
ample, the eukaryotic transcription com-
plexes. New methodologies will be devel-
oped for studying the behavior of single,
live cells in isolation or in the context of an
embryo. This includes studying the activity
of the cell itself as well as various subcellu-
lar structures.

Hal Weintraub
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Seattle, Washington

BY THE YEAR 2000 OR SO, THE COMPLETE
genomic sequences of at least five model eu-
karyotic organisms will be known-S. cer-
evisiae, S. pombe, D. melanogaster, A. thal-
iana, and C. elegans with substantial infor-
mation from mouse and humans. Novel se-
quencing methods will increase the speed of
DNA sequencing by a factor of at least
1000. We will also have a complete data-
base of all living organisms, including not
only taxonomic data, but also morphologi-
cal, ecological, biogeographical, and biolog-
ical data. A complete census of the living
organisms in selected habitats will be made.

Michael Ashburner
Department of Genetics
University of Cambridge

BY THE END OF THE DECADE, ALL THE GENES
contributing to genetically complex dis-
eases of humans will be known. Popula-
tion screening will allow identification of

individuals at risk for dia-
betes, schizophrenia, obe-
sity, and many other dis-
eases. In many cases, dis-
ease will be either avoid-
able by modification of
behavior or ameliorated
by therapeutic intervention. For societies
with socialized health care programs, the
economic cost of screening will need to be
balanced by the overall savings in disease
reduction. If individuals refuse preventive
treatment, screening is not cost-effective.
For societies with private health care sys-
tems, the rich will become healthier and
the poor sicker. In both systems, balancing
the rights of individuals against the needs of
society is going to be difficult.

Peter N. Goodfellow
Department of Genetics
University of Cambridge

BY USING TECHNIQUES INVOLVING IN VITRO
fertilization, it is already possible to remove
one cell from the developing embryo and
characterize any desired region of DNA.
Genetic screening of embryos, before im-
plantation, may soon become routine. It
will be possible, by sequencing important
regions of the mother's DNA, to infer im-
portant properties of the egg from which
the person develops. This assumes that pre-
dictions of protein structure and function
will be accurate enough so that one can de-
duce, automatically, the relevant properties
of many important proteins, as well as the
regulation of their expression (for example,
how much will be made at a particular
stage in development in a particular tissue
or cell type) from the sequence of genomic
DNA alone. All of this information will be
transferred to a supercomputer, together
with information about the environment-
including likely nutrition, environmental

*See also Editorial, p. 1575.
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Harvey F. Lodish
Whitehead Institute for

Biomedical Research
Cambridge, Massachusetts

THE OLD PHRASE "You
can t get blood from a
turnip" may be proven

incorrect, at least partially. Transgenic
plants hold promise as biomanufacturing
systems for a wide variety of human pro-
teins, including those found in blood
plasma. Serum albumin, for instance, has
been shown to be expressed and processed
correctly when the gene encoding it was in-
troduced into plants. The missing element
in this scenario is process technology,
which will make it possible to do large-scale
protein purification from plant tissues. Ad-
vances in high-level protein expression in
specialized plant tissues (such as seeds, fruits,
or tubers) coupled to engineering improve-
ments in protein isolation may make this
technology feasible in the coming decade.

Charles J. Arntzen
Institute of Biosciences and Technology

Texas A&M University

IN THE LATTER HALF OF THE 1990S THERE
will be an increasing realization that nature
has been constructing transgenic organisms
for millions of years. The natural mecha-
nisms of horizontal gene transfer will be dis-
covered and the consequences will have
major impact on the public perception of
transgenic organisms and their release into
the environment.

For many years the control of insects has
stressed eradication. A far better long-term
strategy would be to replace a population
with one that can do no harm-for ex-
ample, to replace a population of Anopheles
gambiae, a major vector of malaria, with one
that is unable to transmit the parasite.
Three developments are required, all fore-
seeable with an extension of current tech-
nologies: (i) a robust method to transform

1609
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Science Magazine, 1995

• What did 60 scientists forecast in 1995?

• Physical and natural scientists:

breathtaking discoveries,
inventions, engineering marvels, problems solved

• Social Scientists:

we study this, but soon will study that.

• Fortunately, the social scientists in 1995 were wrong!

• Spectacular Progress: much due to new data sources

• Where do we get the data?

• Not long ago:

• We had access to all the data
• We created, obtained, or purchased everything available

• Today:

• More data than ever
• But a smaller % of the data in the world then ever before
• Most is locked up inside industry & other organizations

⇝ We must work with industry or we can’t do our jobs. How?

• ((((((hhhhhhCompromise, ����XXXXBalance
• Education: us about them and them about us
• Creativity: new questions, unexpected solutions
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The Effect of the News Media

• Goal: to randomize, respecting constraints

• Journalists:

total control over what’s published & when

• Scientists:

total control over what’s published & when

• Negotiated with 48 media outlets over 5 years:

…

• Solutions

• Many design features: e.g, journalists choose content, we
approve, if rejected they can still publish outside experiment

• Novel statistical methods reduce 𝑛 needed

• Results:

small media outlets⇝ national conversation⇝
agenda⇝ policy.
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Convincing Facebook to Make Data Available

• Gary visits Facebook to persuade them to share data

• In my hotel room packing, email arrives: “Hey what do we do
about this?”

This was Cambridge Analytica.

• 3 days later:

“Could you do a study of the 2016 election?”

• I’d love to, but…

I need 2 things & you’ll only give me 1:
• Complete access to data, people, etc. (like employees)
• No pre-publication approval (like NO employees ever)

• We iterate, and I propose a 2-part solution

• Outside academics: send proposals, no company veto
• Trusted 3rd party: Commission at Social Science One signs

NDAs, agree not to publish from the data, chooses datasets,
makes final decisions; can report publicly if Facebook reneges

• Problem solved, without balancing⇝ agreements,
announcements, funding, 30+ people assigned at Facebook

• Just one issue:

Facebook’s implementation plan was illegal!
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How to Protect User Privacy & Social Science Analyses

• Solutions (without balancing)

• New methods of data sharing
• New statistical methods to avoid biases

• Facebook Data Access

• Released dataset (17T numbers) on effects of social media
• Provided to > 100 researchers

• Build Institutions

• Social Science One consortium: of socsci research centers
• Microsoft partnership at IQSS⇝ a dozen employees
• OpenDP initiative, hundreds joining global effort
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Reverse Engineering Censorship in China

• Founded company, stayed involved: Easy data access

• Our goal: obtain data, study automated Chinese text analysis

• Stumbled upon: access to all posts before censorship!
• What Could be the Goal?

1. Stop collective action

Right

• Implications: We can predict

• Officials in trouble, likely to be replaced
• Dissident arrests;

new peace treaties; emerging scandals

• Disagreements between central and local leaders
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• Everyone knows the Goal:
Stop criticism and protest about the state,
its leaders, and their policies Wrong

• What Could be the Goal?
1. Stop criticism of the state Wrong
2. Stop collective action Right

• Implications: We can predict
• Officials in trouble, likely to be replaced
• Dissident arrests; new peace treaties; emerging scandals
• Disagreements between central and local leaders
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Let’s remember!

• To work with industry and others…

• ((((((hhhhhhCompromise, ����XXXXBalance
• Education: us about them and them about us
• Creativity: new questions, unexpected solutions

For more information
GaryKing.org
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